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About This Game

Travel the world, meet interesting new people, and assassinate them for money!

"It's Killing Time" is an ultra-violent 140,000-word interactive novel by Eric Bonholtzer, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Earn respect, reputation, and wealth as a hired assassin. You'll be dressed to kill, driving an exotic car with outlandish weapons
in the trunk.

But in the glamorous, fast-paced world of murder-for-hire, you can never know who to trust and who's gunning to take you out.
Who will betray you? Whom will you betray?

Will you be a spiritual hitman or hitwoman, a ruthless assassin, a total psychopath, or a righteous killer? The choice is yours.
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I had played this game when I was 4 and had broken my leg. I couldn't move around very much with a broken leg and all so I
mainly stayed on a loveseat. My dad had taken a ton of days off so that he could be home with me, and one of my favorite
things to do with him was play this game. I had my leg broken for almost 4 months, and every day I played non stop. Once it had
healed, I would eventually forget about this game. Years later, I was wondering through the steam store and saw this by chance,
and immediately bought it. Never checked to see if it would crash or not on my OS, see if my rig was too powerful, none of
that. I bought it from sheer nostalgia. This game has been a huge part of my life, and you should make it part of yours too. My
absolute favorite game of all time.

Edit: Literally have shakes because I'm so excited. They ae making, and close to finishing, Cossacks 3 for PC!!!. To start with
the most negative and work our way up. The major problem with this game is that the control system is not fit for purpose. You
are given an overly sensitive non-inverted mouse control with no option to change it. For those of us who grew up with flight
sims this is fundamentally broken and makes it unplayable. This is basic, basic stuff that should be in every game with a first
person perspective.

The game itself is basically about an hour or two of okay play followed by 6 hours of tedious grind to get the last two
achievements, showing bad pacing from the developer.

The graphics and animation feel last millennium and the sound is annoying at best. In short, I've played better free flash games
with more options.

Needs some serious work from the developer, like understanding the basic requirements that game players have.. EDITED
REVIEW

Previously I gave this game a negative review due to crashing issues and other annoying issues but reccently there was an update
that has fixed my issues therefore I can now reccomend this. Big thanks to the developer for taking the time to respond to my
issue!. What's that?

You miss Command & Conquer and hate EA at the same time?

Well, guess what, buddy, I got some good news for you: this game.. Hello :D

It's a Review

For my friends

I don't have friends
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buy the game!. very good simple 3rd person shooting-gallery game on the Wild West with cartoon graphic, it is worth the price
want to be a gunslinger? you can :-). A cumbersome game with no redeeming social value. Waste of money in my opinion..
ENG:

-Developers promises to me lot of good features that i looking/wish for but, then they change their maind & don't add them. I
can't recoment this game because, promises get broken & i can't trust this developer team any more or ever in future.

FIN:

-Pelin kehittäjät lupasivat paljon hyviä ominaisuuksia mitä minä olen halunut mutta, sitten kehittäjät muuttivan mieltään & eivät
lisää niitä. En voi enään suositella tätä peliä, koska lupaukset ovat rikottu ja en voi enään jatkossa luottaa tähän tiimiin tai enään
tulevaisuudessa.. Worst game design
Unnecessary complexity in the form of an angel
Maybe only a weapon saved it dls. This is a well polished gem that scratches my "I just want to casually game for 30 mins" itch.
The writing is smart and the progression feels fine tuned. Definitely worth the 17 bucks.
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LucasArts perfected the point-and-click, so tells us gaming history and is right. After Grim Fandango in 1998 their golden age
came to a close and all was quiet for adventure fans for a good long while. Germans eventually decided to save the world and
have held the cursor torch for years. Lost Horizon is an almost forgotten title from 2010 that strengthens the Teutonic monopoly
on adventuring.

The games lead, Fanton Peddock, is the best possible company: smart yet goofy and serious about things that matter. He is
voiced to perfection by Adam Howden (Anders from Dragon Age) and rest of the cast shines as well. Peddocks commitment to
nonviolence prevents him from harming man or beast: even a troublesome alley cat is distracted in a way that any feline
certainly appreciates.

The same attitude is spread throughout the entire game, which is filled by harmless old world charm. A hulking Nazi trooper
tortures a poor helpless prisoner with German march music, Peddock gets to rig the 1936 Olympic decathlon and outwit Hong
Kong triads. There is refreshing innocence in all this, which is not pandering in any way.

The puzzles are logical, meaning adventure-game logics and not the real-world kind. Writing is supremely clear and economical
with only the periodical exposition marring the classicist perfection. All the scenes fit together and the plot twists are both
surprising and logical. The game has a feature that highlights all the things you can interact with but the puzzles themselves are
very clever indeed and beating them felt like victory every single time. Peddocks story is split into seven chapters and took me
nine hours to finish which I felt to be completely satisfying.

It is rare to finish a game feeling rejuvenated like this. I would not want to change a single thing in this little gem and
recommend it to anyone with even a passing interest in adventures.. A very different kind of date sim.
The story and setting are quite unique.
A lot of fun endings and random encounters.
The art style isn't particularly good, but it works.

8 out of 10.

Raen is bae.. Get it soon now, as it got big discount, only cost few bucks.
It's a good game to kill your time. Just for fun. Need a new bomberman game, not this crap. If you like annoying games, go
ahead.. Played the game sober and it was not much to talk about.... Just another timed button pressing pattern time game.
Played the game intoxicated.... Most amazing game ever! very trippy. I probably would not pay full price but if you get it in a
bundle like me or find a nice deal and like to play games under the influence then this is worth a glance.. How do we play with
friends? Every time we both load it, we end up playing along. Is there a server anymore? Does multiplayer not work?
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